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Abstract 

An Embedded Web Server is a web server that runs on an embedded system. The embedded web server 
technology is the combination of embedded device and Internet technology. Therefore, if any new technologies and 
algorithms for monitoring such as Internet, web server and embedded system can be integrated, then a more 
comprehensive, efficient and effective data acquisition can be realized. It is the server that can be configured by the 
user in order to monitor various physiological parameters of the patients.  This paper is focused on realization of 
TCP/IP suite and user development platform for this embedded web server. The embedded web server design 
includes a complete web server with TCP/IP support and Ethernet interface. The web server reference design 
includes complete source code written in C-language. Such designs consume a few bytes of memory especially for 
microcontroller based embedded systems. The development uses the microcontroller from Philips and the Ethernet 
controller from Microchip. It also offers good performance while using fewer resources, resulting in cost reduction, 
high speed and low power consumption which are desirable in embedded applications. Finally as a case study, 
monitoring of temperature and heart rate is discussed in this paper. 
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Introduction 
The design objective is to build new type of 

gateway for data inverting from serial ports to Ethernet 
based on embedded system. The goal of a low-cost, easy 
to use, and scalable solution for serial devices. Both 
RS232 and Ethernet are worldwide used in various 
fields. Especially, the Ethernet is incredibly spreading 
out to our life now. And recently the need of linking 
between the RS232 interface and Ethernet is increasing 
so that the RS232 devices can be controlled by Ethernet. 
Also it can create lots of new applications  using both 
RS232 and Ethernet interface. But the Ethernet interface 
is quite different from RS232 interface, so it is not easy 
to convert between serial ports to Ethernet. If we design 
a new system to link both interfaces, the cost and 
complexity will be increased. But using Serial port to 
Ethernet converter, it is low cost and fast without 
changing basic system concept.  RS-232 has been used as 
the connector for DTE ((Data Terminal Equipment) and 
DCE (Data Circuit terminating Equipment) in the 
telecommunication field for a long time. The PC has RS-
232 as the standard for serial communication. Serial 
communication is being widely used even until now. 
Since there is wide spread of Internet, TCP/IP has been 
the most used Internet protocol. Due to the recent 
growing internet environment, the need of 
communication between internet and other 
communication devices with an interface has increased. 
It is the same case with internet and serial 

communication devices. If Ethernet and RS-232 is 
connected, serial devices can be controlled through the 
internet, and use the internet service. Also, data collected 
from various serial sensors can be received via the 
internet. 
 
System Design 

Many embedded systems have substantially different 
designs according to their functions and utilities. In the 
design, structured modular design methods adopted and 
the system is mainly composed of SPI communication 

module, processor module and Ethernet interface module 
as shown in Fig. 1 & Fig.2 

 
Fig.1 Slave Terminal 

 
Fig. 2 Master Terminal 
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The embedded server is a low cost device which 
can be used for monitoring the physiological parameters 
of the human being and it can be connected to the 
internet via LAN to send that  data from different 
sensors. 

The Embedded web Server consists of a Philips 
microcontroller LPC2148/2138 connected to an Ethernet 
interface chip, which is in turn connected to the local 
area network via suitable electrical transformers, the 
Ethernet interface chip acts like sophisticated serial to 
parallel converter. Its job is to read serial packet of data 
from the wire, check their header bits with an internal 
address, perform checksum calculation  push the block 
into a user accessible first in first out(FIFO) data buffer.  
The microcontroller places the data read from the sensors 
, computes it, processes the data  and then puts it in a 
buffer block. It then asks the Ethernet chip to add any 
required headers checksum, performs the parallel to 
serial conversion then places the serial stream on the 
wire by the same time checking for possible collision.  
The sensors like temperature sensor, heart rate sensor, as 
well as the I/O devices such as a LCD for local display 
are interfaced to microcontroller.   
 
Communication Module Design 
Ethernet through SPI:-  

Ethernet communication can be obtained with 
Ethernet controller which in turn can be configured by 
the microcontroller using SPI communication. 
SPI Interface:  

SPI interface is used to realize synchronous 
serial data transmission between CPU and low-speed 
peripheral devices by way of full-duplex communication. 
Its data transfer rate is up to several Mbps. SPI interface 
works in master-slave mode and it includes four signals: 
SCLK, MOSI, MISO, and / SS. SCLK is the common 
clock in the entire SPI bus, MOSI is the master output, 
slave input, MISO is the master input, slave output and  / 
SS is used to mark slave. In two devices which 
communicate with each other via SPI bus, the slave is 
low level and host is high level in / SS pin. Through the 
SPI interface, the maximum rate achieved is 2Mbps 
which meets the majority of applications. 

 
Fig.3 SPI bus Interface 

Ethernet Interface:  
In the Ethernet interface module, Ethernet 

controller is divided into two layers according to its 
functions and it is shown in Fig. 4 One is media access 
controller (MAC) layer and the other is network physical 
(PHY) layer. They correspond to Layer 2 and Layer 1 in 
ISO model. MAC layer provides the treatment on data 
sending and receiving. It also provides an interface to 
PHY through an internal medium independent interface. 

 
Figure 4: Ethernet controller and Ethernet interface 

In this design, microcontroller supports Ethernet 
interface and network transformer which is connected 
between Microcontroller and connector RJ45 .Network 
transformer is used to improve the signal anti-
interference capability. It is a 1:1 transformer with a 
smaller package and it supports 10M/100M Ethernet.  
 
Software Design 
Configuring the microcontroller and Ethernet 
Controller 

The microcontroller used consists of a RISC 
core whose programming models are largely C and C++ 
based, allowing rapid development of new algorithms. 
The logic allows ordinary C or C++ code to be 
accelerated, without manually optimizing assembly code, 
to speed up the application. C code is easy to implement 
and keil compiler supports the C language efficiently.  
As C is used there is flexibility in programming. Instead 
of total code only hex file of code is downloaded. The 
microcontroller has 32 to 512 KB of on-chip flash 
program memory. Hence memory requirement problems 
will not arise. 
Microcontroller on both sides is initialized by selecting 
the proper port pins for ADC, SPI LCD, and clock 
frequency for each peripheral. SPI, ADC is configured as 
per the requirement of application. Ethernet controller is 
configured through the SPI. For initialization of 
ENC28J60 it is necessary to perform the soft reset. 
CLKRDY bit is checked to see whether reset is 
completed or not. Receive buffer is configured by setting 
the buffer start address, buffer end address & receive 
pointer address. Similarly the transmit buffer is 
configured by setting the buffer start address .Receive 
filters like unicast & crc filters are configured by 
enabling. MAC receive enable & flow control is made on 
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along with setting the full duplex mode of operation. 
Valid CRC is appended for IEEE 802.3 compliance. Set 
maximum packet size, back- to- back inter packet gap & 
inter- frame gap. MAC address is set. Physical layer 
initialization is done .Packet receive interrupt & packet 
reception is enabled to receive the frames. 
Data Transmission and Reception: 

In order to transmit the data from SPI serial to 
Ethernet, two system tasks are established in OS .One is 
to receive front-end data through SPI interface and the 
other is to transmit data to Ethernet.  
1) SPI receiving task: For the case of the data  transmit to 
Ethernet, the data which have been arrived at SPI port 
are stored into SPI sending buffer and packaged 
according to TCP/IP protocol. The IP and UDP message 
header are added on the condition that the PC with SPI 
interface is set to SPI slave mode and the SPI interface is 
enabled. At last, the converted data are sent to the host 
through the corresponding UDP port.  
2) Ethernet receiving task: In the Ethernet task, in order 
to receive the data from Ethernet in the system, the local 
IP address and subnet mask must be set first, and the 
appropriate UDP port is opened to monitor whether there 
are data in UDP port. As UDP packet, the data which 
have been reached the UDP port, are analyzed according 
to TCP/IP protocol and then stored into SPI receiving 
buffer. At last, the analyzed data are sent to the SPI serial 
device through SPI interface driver. In the process above, 
an infinite loop is used. 
 
System Testing 

After the software and hardware designs 
completed, the ultimate generated codes are compiled 
and downloaded to the target system for testing. The 
codes include hardware system startup code, SPI port 
driver and part of the application. When TCP & UDP test 
software and UDP communication program are run in the 
host, the test results also show that the communication 
from both sides is successful. 

When the supply is connected to both master & 
slave, after resetting the system slave checks the 
connectivity. Then it sends series of packet of 
information over the LAN. The destination system is 
nothing but embedded web server which checks whether 
the packets are received in buffer then starts accepting 
the packets. It displays some message that is given in 
coding. Then it displays the sensors outputs.    
 
Conclusion 
  Wired LAN is reliable as cost is minimum, less 
power consumption, less error, wide range of distance & 
frequency, less interference & moderate speed compared 
to other communication protocol.  The system is based 

on the embedded technology of ARM processor in the 
development and research of data collection. The main 
goal of designing hardware is to meet the demand of low 
cost, low power consumption, small volume and real-
time. It adopts LPC2148 micro-controller, sets up a 
embedded platform based on LPC2148 and realizes some 
applications such as USB communication, embedded 
Internet communication, etc. So the whole system 
performance increases greatly. The processor software is 
based on the thumb and mixed instructions and utilizes 
the multitask structure. The software system is more 
canonical and meanwhile, it is far more efficient and 
reliable in real running according to the demand of 
embedded OS and module design. 
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